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WORKSHOP AGENDA
❖ Introduction and Requesting a Developmental Site1
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Sign into Blackboard
Click Courses and Orgs (upper right)
Under “Instructor Course Tools” (upper left), click Request a Course/Dev Site (Fig. 1)
A page titled “Blackboard Course Site Request” will appear. Click Request
Development Site (Fig. 2)
A page title “Blackboard Development SIte Request” will appear. Complete the form and
click “Submit” (Fig. 3)
A page will appear that confirms the request was successfully submitted (Fig. 4)
An email from Blackboard User Support will arrive in your FSU email (within a few
minutes) that your development site has been created
Return to Bb Home page and your development site will be listed under My Bb Course
Sites (Fig. 5)

❖ Overview of Blackboard Online Manual and Tutorials
●
●
●

From the Bb Home page click on Support (upper right corner)
A page titled Blackboard Support Center will appear
Click Blackboard Manual (Fig. 6)
○ This will take you to the Instructor page, showing many Bb topics and features and
there are many ways to navigate; for today, we’re going this way:
■ Click the small purple square
■ Click Learn from the dropdown menu (Fig. 7)
■ Click Instructor (center circle with cartoon figure in a blue shirt - see Fig. 8)
■ The Instructor page will appear (Fig. 9)
■ Scroll down to EXPLORE. Here, click on any of the boxes to learnd on various
topics to help you navigate and find Bb resources, such as FAQs, Set Up
Courses, Interact With Students, Assignments, Test, Surveys, and Pools as well
as video tutorials (Fig. 10)
(Later, we will return here to click on the box titled “Grading” to see how to
create written assignments and rubrics)

[Reminder: If you’re a PC User, we highly recommend using the latest, stable version of Mozilla Firefox or
Google Chrome. If you’re a Mac user, we highly recommend using the latest, stable version of Mozilla Firefox or
Safari. We do not recommend using Internet Explorer because of compatibility issues with Blackboard.]
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❖ Creating Tests and Quizzes
Blackboard refers to gradable items as “tests.”
To make an assignment find the “Tests, Surveys, and Pools” link under the “Course Tools” tab
Two options:
● Build Test
○ Make “tests” from scratch in blackboard question by question with the
option of multiple choice, true false, short answer, etc.
● Import Test
○ If you have access to an online test bank there may be an option to
“export (the test) to blackboard.” Once the zip file is downloaded to your
desktop blackboard allow you to upload by “browsing your computer.”
Add your assessments to your course content areas by:
● Entering the content area you wish to display the test and selecting
“Assessments.” (upper left second tab)
● Click “test,” then add a test from the tests you have already made or you are
given the option to build a new test.
● There are many different options for tests that can be selected to change the
complexion of the assignment
○ Forced completion - I like to use this option to simulate a quiz
environment. Students have a limited amount of time to answer
questions. I like to add multiple attempts (usually 2) so if there are
technical computer problems the student can restart. NOTE: if you have
multiple attempts available to short answer questions you will have to
grade the same student’s response multiple times.
○ Non-forced completion allows the students to save their work and return
to it later, more like a traditional homework setting.
● You can pre-set the time window for taking the test using “display after” and
“display until”
I always send out announcements whenever new quizzes/homeworks/tests are posted to
blackboard.

❖ Grading Suggestions, Tips

A. Grading by Question or Grade by Attempt
●
●
●

Blackboard allows you to grade content in a few ways
Allows the grader to stay organized and increase efficiency
It’s possible to grade by question or attempt and if you wish, anonymously

●

Depending on your needs, one may be faster than the other

Grading by Question or Grade by Attempt
●
●
●

Grading time = time reading/evaluating + time “clicking”
Fewer clicks are needed per question when grading by attempt
Reading and evaluating the same question over and over allows the grader
becomes more efficient grading that question

Grading by Question
●

●

More efficient when:
○ Responses are longer/ have more parts, partial credit is awarded, and
you as a grader demand more precision in grading
○ Reduced grae time comes from being more efficient in the
reading/evaluating component of the “grade time”
Examples:
○ Math questions, essays

Grading by Attempt
●

●

More efficient when:
○ Short answer, less complex responses, fewer points awarded per
question, grading mostly for completion
○ Efficiency gains come from reducing the number of clicks per question
Examples:
○ Short response, very short math questions, questions asking for
definitions

B. Posting grades to Blackboard
●
●
●

Students receive immediate feedback and have a personal record for their
performance
Blackboard will automatically sum raw scores for all entries (tests, quizes,
homeworks, ect.)
Avoid confusion by having a pre-set grading scale (say 1000 total points) or
using the “Weighted Column” feature.
○ Column weights are set up by going into the blackboard gradebook,
clicking “Create Calculated Column,” -> “Create Weighted Column.” This
column will display a weighted average of the items you can select from
your gradebook.

❖ Creating Written Assignments
●
●

Click Assignments
Click Assessments
○ Click Assignments from drop down menu
○ Enter an assignment title
○ Write instructions
○ Attach a file (if wanted/needed)
○ Add or create a rubric
○ Click through additional assignment options
○ Click submit
○ Switch to “Student View” to “test” your assignment

●

Creating Self and Peer Assignment(s)
○ Click Assessments
○ Click Self and Peer Assignment
○ Create Assessment and click submit
○ Create the Assessment questions
■ Return to Assignments and click on the assessment to edit
■ Click Assessment Canvas

●

Creating Rubrics
○ Click Learn
○ Click Instructors
○ Click Grading
● Click Rubrics - Creating and Grading
● Associate rubrics with assignments, blogs, journals, wikis, discussion,
Essay or short response test questions, etc.
● Expand Course Tools (from control panel)
○ Create Rubric
○ Type a Name and descriptions
○ Select type that meets grading needs

❖ Feedback and Grading for Written Assignments
●
●
●
●

Go to the small purple box
Click Learn
Click Instructor
Click Grading

●

Click Grading Tasks

❖ Hands-on Activities - Attendees will work independently or in groups
Suggestions:
○
○
○
○
○
○

Create a multiple choice or short answer test (quiz)
Create an assignment using TurnItIn or SafeAssign
Create a rubric to associate with an assignment
Create a self or peer assessment for students
Create a discussion forum, wiki, or journal and explore ways to grade them
Grade the sample written assignment using preset feedback or using your own

❖ Q&A and Discussion - Sharing Assessment and Grading Tips and Best Practices

❖ Evaluation Retention Center
○
○
○

Course Reports
Performance Reports
Retention Center

❖ Creating Media Assignments using Media Gallery
❖ Feedback and Grading Media Assignments

❖ Other Bb Resources for Feedback
● Virtual classroom
● Chat
● Kaltura (video/interactive quizzes with immediate feedback, download grades into Bb)
● Fully Online Courses: Collaborate
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